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asus winflash is a tool developed by asus to flash bios and other updates on motherboards. this tool also requires an active internet connection and is compatible with all motherboards with the appropriate bios supported. you can select the update type
from the provided dropdown menu, with the standard bios file update being the default option. once the update has been completed, asus winflash will check if the bios has been updated. once the update is verified you can reboot the pc and check if any

new settings have been applied. you can also use asus winflash to upgrade or downgrade the bios of your motherboard. asus winflash checks if a compatible bios file is available and if it is, will download it from asus servers. the tool also checks if an active
internet connection is available. after the download is completed, you can choose from the provided options to flash the bios file on your motherboard. asus winflash will then verify the bios file and display a success message. after the bios is flashed, you

can reboot the system and verify if any new settings have been applied. asus winflash is a tool developed by asus to flash bios and other updates on motherboards. this tool also requires an active internet connection and is compatible with all motherboards
with the appropriate bios supported. you can select the update type from the provided dropdown menu, with the standard bios file update being the default option. after the update has been completed, asus winflash will check if the bios has been updated.

if you have no physical access to your motherboard, you can use winflash to flash from the gui, even if you have not checked the bios version. after the flash is completed, you can reboot the system and check if any new settings have been applied.
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since asus motherboards
are known to have a

firmware update or upgrade
available on their support

page, the asus flash tool will
provide you with the ability

to flash the bios for your
asus motherboard. you can

use this tool to flash the
bios on your asus

motherboard without having
to use an external usb drive
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or bootable/removable disk.
all asus motherboards are
known to have a firmware

update or upgrade available
on their support page. asus
winflash is a tool that will
allow you to upgrade the

bios for your asus
motherboard without having
to use an external usb drive
or bootable/removable disk.

the asus flash utility will
update the devices firmware

with the new version you
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have selected, and will
reboot your device when

complete. it may take a few
minutes depending on your
device, so sit back and wait
for the process to complete.

watch out for all the
updates that you receive, as
they may only be valid for
your specific hardware or
software combination. we
must however add that as
stated by the asus faq file

that the asus flash tool
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should be used to flash the
latest bios in order to

ensure best compatibility
with your motherboard. the

firmware update is only
valid for the motherboard
model you have flashed it
on. once the upgrade is

completed, you may need
to restart your system in
order to re-establish your
connection with the new
firmware. remember that

your bios update should be
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performed in the
manufacturer's default
settings, as this is the

configuration you need to
rely on when performing

routine system
maintenance. the initial
update may take a while

depending on the speed of
your internet connection,
but this is something that

you need to take into
account. you can refer to

the asus faq file for
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additional information.
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